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We really value the transparency 

Chartboost offers. Reports include 

full details of impressions, clicks, 

and installs for our campaigns and 

every third party ad we show.

 Mark Johnson, Founder

 Focused Apps

Founded in 2009, Focused Apps is best known for their Hit Tennis mobile games, 
which have been downloaded more than 30 million times and boast over 1 million 
monthly active users per title.

The Focused Apps team sought a means to capitalize around the excitement of 
the 2013 tennis season to drive installs and monetize their chart-topping hits, that 
didn’t require much hand-holding from an outside agency. The more data that 
could inform their decisions, the better. In just one month following implementation 
of Chartboost technology:

Following release, Hit Tennis 3 was cross promoted heavily in Hit Tennis 2 with a 
click through rate of 14%, considerably higher than the network average. 

Focused Apps exercised a strategic combo of cross promotion, network traffic and 
Direct Deal campaigns to meet their goals. 

The full transparency of the Chartboost network provided Focused Apps with in-
sights to their top performing partners in the network. This helped the developer 
make critical decisions on which apps would be most effective to partner with for 
Direct Deals to drive revenue. As a result, advertisers in Hit Tennis 3 saw an install 
rate 305% above the network average.
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Network Campaigns
Focused Apps also ran interstitials through the network to find new users, mon-
etize, and gauge the quality of potential partners for Direct Deals. When Focused 
Apps deliberately increased their rate of advertising and spend around Wimbledon, 
the studio acquired a large quantity of high LTV users. With those users and high 
impression count, Hit Tennis 3 also became a prime publisher for developers to 
partner with to advertise. This boosted revenue significantly. 

Focused Apps Teams With Chartboost for 
Record High Profits

Top 10 Sports — iOS

Top 10 Action — iOS

Top 25 Games — iOS

Top 100 Free — iOS


